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2.0 GRANGE-IN-THE-HEDGESO-MORROW

We now face a new tomorrow. Technology – through 
the top-down use of artificial intelligence – is eroding the 
security of most people’s jobs (if you think this won’t 
happen to you, dream on!) whilst climate change is eroding 
the human benefits that nature offers. With town and 
country magnets both losing their attraction, the Garden 

City approach must evolve to address Tomorrow 2.0.
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Evolving Letchworth

                 Productive resilient landscapes
New approach to work and living

EVOLVING LETCHWORTH
Designing to ‘balance the most energetic and active town life, with all the beauty 
and delight of the country’, Garden City pioneers transformed the lives of people 
attracted to towns in search of work, as technology eroded agricultural employment.

MULTI-SCALAR DESIGN APPROACH
The Garden City’s long-lasting success stems from the pioneer designers’ embrace 
of complexity; weaving together natural landscape, public space, plots and buildings 
across multiple scales of space and time.

SENSE OF PL ACE
People do not experience the multiple layers separately: what matters is the sense 
of place created through their relationships. This sense of place is particularly 
important to the public realm: the network of places that everyone shares. Overall, 
the public realm of Grange-in-the-Hedges seeks a general place-affinity with 
Letchworth. Within this, the identity of each particular street reflects and reinforces 
the particular role it plays in the whole; from relatively formal to relatively rustic.

THE WATER SYSTEM
Extreme weather events will probably increase, so we keep water cycles as local as possible to 
slow runoff from this rather impervious land, maximise aquifer replenishment and avoid flooding 
downstream. The countryside interface forms a Town Moat of ponds and wetlands; retaining 
excess flows and creating a habitat for great crested newts, defining a strong and permanent 
settlement edge. Water shortages and costs are minimised by recycling runoff and domestic effluent; 
treating polluted water as locally as possible through Living Machines – constructed wetlands – 
which generate bathing-quality water, fertiliser, plants, fish and employment,  all underpinning a 
productive landscape. Share-app helps organise learning through nature walks and events.

THE GREEN SYSTEM
The green system forms a multi-scale, multi-function productive landscape. Since all functions depend on 
biodiversity, local plant species and peripheral meadows create a Wildlife Recovery Network, linking Grange-in-
the-Hedges into the wider landscape through strengthened Greenway planting and Town Moat Parklands. All 
streets have trees, whose scale and spacing reflect the role each street plays in the overall movement system. At 
smaller scale, a new commercial orchard creates employment opportunities; whilst each block contains vegetable 
gardens and allotments; supported by waste-processing hubs powered by solar array. Share-App connects growers 
to under-used plots for a share of produce and organises the distribution network. Existing residents benefit from 
improved Playing Field; with better drainage, multi-use games area and new dog-lovers’ ‘bark park’.

THE MOVEMENT SYSTEM
A fine-grained, highly-connected street network minimises detours; encouraging walking and cycling, and 
minimising vehicle-miles. Streets align with those in Grange Estate; enabling pedestrian integration, if desired, 
when properties become available. The number of new residents enables a more frequent bus service. The 
Transport Hub’s cycle hire and car club, supported by Share-App to encourage ride-sharing, minimises local 
residents’ dependency on car ownership; freeing up surplus parking for productive uses. Traffic is slowed to 
cycle-friendly speeds through planting and limited on-street parking. Streets incorporate swales creating ‘ecology 
trails’ to show how natural systems work. The existing hedges weave through the development with light-touch 
pedestrian bridges for unobstructed wildlife movement and a permeable network for walking and cycling.

THE BLOCK SYSTEMS
Distancing new blocks from Grange Estate protects existing residents’ views and privacy. All residents 
benefit from the School, Village Centre and Scholars’ Place. The new blocks are designed to create a 
friendly atmosphere in public space; supporting pedestrian safety through natural surveillance from building 
fronts. The EWWD (Energy, Water, Waste and Data) Hubs store and distribute solar energy from homes 
performing to passive standards, recycle bathing-quality water and produce compost to support urban farming. 
Located strategically at the junction, each Hub caters to two phases. Fresh food is grown in private gardens as 
desired, and in communal orchards and allotments. Communal gardens within each block, enclosed from the 
wider world, allow children the safety to socialise and play outdoors without constant supervision.

 art trail in background

A panoramic viewpoint along 
Town Moat, which beckons 

from the Village Centre. Alive 
with dragonflies and birdsong. 

Kids love the newts.

INTEGRATED INFRASTRUCTURE & 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
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MINIMISED UTILITY & TRANSPORT COSTS
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MINIMISE DEMAND & MAXIMISE ON-SITE 
POWER GENERATION

Organic Recycling
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ENERGY, WATER, WASTE & DATA (EWWD) HUBS 

Decentralised: 
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on sharing of 
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Centralised: 
High infrastructure 
laying & installation 
costs

A micro community grid in the form of Energy, Water, Waste & 
Data Hubs stores, recycles and distributes resources across all scales 
of development, enabling a co-operative economy via Share-App.

Considering data as ‘currency’, the idea is for residents to benefit 
from their own data. The Hubs and Share-App enable the residents 
to benefit from a variety of services in the fields of mobility, joint 
energy generation, retail and food production. The desired outcome 
is to increase quality of life and self-sufficiency of the community, by 
managing the basic facilities through technological innovations.

Grange-in-the-Hedges re-imagines this multi-layered approach. Water, green 
structure, human movement and development plots are interlaced with bottom-up 
information systems; challenging both underemployment and climate change to 
evolve a renewed Garden City fabric. Unlike the original garden city, however, this 
is expanding an existing place. The Garden City ethos demands that each layer of 
the new place must support the existing people’s interests.

We support the Local Food 
Revolution through the Share-App; 

creating businesses to supply local needs, 
test soil, package and sell compost, 
manage temporary land leases  and 

enable local processing.

MAXIMISED LAND PRODUCTIVITY

HEDGERS’ BOULEVARD AT THE VILLAGE CENTRE LOTS TO DO ON A SWALE STREET: LOOKING WEST ALONG FAIRFIELD VIEW THE RURAL EDGE: LOOKING DOWN MOATSIDE EAST
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ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE & CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS
The buildings are designed to benefit from minimum energy demand; maximum use of natural resources 
such as solar orientation and water, a fabric first approach, and efficient systems that minimise operational 
energy.  Proposed build system is predominantly timber and cellulose based with low embodied energy 
and delivers minimal environmental impact through the build process. Precise factory manufacturing, 
minimising construction waste, site time, noise and disruption, allows quality control, performance testing, 
and incorporation of integrated building management systems complementing passive house technology.

MULTI-SCALE INTERIOR SPACE
Within the buildings, living spaces are related to services and circulation spaces in ways that encourage subdivision and 
combination; to support changing configurations as family structures respond to pressures such as inter-generational 
living, or the need to provide spaces for carers. Learning from the ‘great halls’ of Parker and Unwin houses, larger open 
plan living spaces each benefit from multiple smaller-scale focal places such as nooks, bays and window seats; framing the 
details of people’s own belongings, and providing glimpses into other spaces and out to gardens. Such conditions create 
appropriate settings for a wide variety of individual activities to take place together, against the tide of increasing isolation.

CONTEXT & CLIMATE RESPONSIVE DESIGN FOR 
DEMAND REDUCTION

MAXIMISING REUSE & RECYCLING OF NATURAL RESOURCES

MINIMAL OPERATIONAL ENERGY THROUGH EFFICIENT SYSTEMS

Seasonal 
variation 
envelope

Illustrated for Type 1: Terrace house

Illustrated for Type 2: Larger family  dwellings
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Illustrated for Type 3: Apartments 
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HE ART OF 
BUILDING 
A HOME

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Homes are positioned to capture the maximum social and economic value 
from each plot, depending on spatial connections with the rest of Letchworth. 
Space syntax analysis reveals the relative connectivity of our streets; predicting 
the relative intensity of traffic they carry: the busiest streets have the hottest 
colours. Low traffic flows maximise safety for larger families with children. 
Locations with medium flows suit smaller households, mostly adults and 
infants. The busiest streets maximise accessibility, ‘buzz’ and passing trade: 
good for smaller apartments and non-residential uses.

MULTI-SCALE OUTDOOR SPACE
Private gardens form outdoor rooms, with sheltered refuges giving onto 
longer views of communal gardens. These larger spaces enclose a smaller-
scale structure of pedestrian walks, subdivided by pergolas and seating, 
defining areas for play and agriculture, further subdivided by orchard trees.

INDOOR & OUTDOOR RELATIONSHIPS
The spaces within the perimeter blocks afford opportunities for urban food-
production; and offer suitable spaces for active, relatively unsupervised play 
in outdoor green environments, with health and socialisation potentials. So 
that all communal spaces will naturally attract a diverse range of neighbours, 
each block is surrounded by a mix of dwelling types and tenancies. 
Dwellings relate to the streets to maximise natural surveillance without 
compromising private activities within the home.

LEARNING FROM NATURE
Feeling that ‘nature can and does teach us more than any work 
of art’, Parker and Unwin’s designs learn from these multi-scale 
structures: streets have many buildings, each with many windows, 
each with many glazing bars, each enclosing close-up reflections, 
set in the smallest-scale texture of roughcast. Ours do the same, but 
with today’s technology, supporting multi-scale experiences.

STARTING FROM NATURE
Evolving in a context of other natural systems, the human brain 
developed to enable easy processing of sensory information which 
is organised in nested scales: a forest has many trees, each with 
many branches, each with many twigs, each with many leaves, 
each with many veins.

SCALES OF PERCEPTION
The range of likely viewing distances affects the range of scale 
at which richness must be considered. Where the surface will 
be seen at long range, large scale richness is necessary; whilst at 
close range  richness must be achieved by small-scale elements 
and subdivisions. So to maintain richness from long-range to 
close-range we need a hierarchy of elements from large scale to 
small scale. We propose to do that same with the architecture for 
Grange-In-The-Hedges using contemporary materials, technology 
and aesthetic detailing. 
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11M

25M

Garage as flexible plug-in unit with 
independent access from street to 
enable other uses of the space

Double height 
winter garden 
to suit solar 
orientation

An integrated 
sheltered porch seat 
for a comfortable 
entrance experience 

Private 
garden

Access to communal 
gardens, allotments 
and toddler play area

Long picturesque views to the 
gardens and/or countryside beyond

Balcony or window seat 
integrated within double 
height sun space

Bathrooms positioned 
to allow best aspect for 
upper level bedrooms

Rooms and nooks on upper floor 
support activities needing quiet space 
such as sleeping or studying. Roof lights 
allow deeper daylight penetration

Parking spaces adapted 
as food pods if privately 
owned vehicles are less 
prevalent in future
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8M

Reinforced grass 

bays fo
r parking

TYPE 1
Smaller family homes (terrace 
house; 2-3 bed), with parking for 
residents and visitors on reinforced 
grass bays on-street, between trees.

TYPE 2
Larger family homes (detached or semi-
detached; 3,4 & 5 bed) with on-plot parking 
in garages; which have further spaces in 
front. Garages may convert into extra rooms.

TYPE 3
Multiple tenancy homes (dual aspect 
apartments; 1-2 bed) with on-plot 
parking which can become extra 
garden space or farming pods for rent.

Services Circulation Flexible internal 
space

Double height 
winter garden

Integrated 
bin space
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PLAYING AND WORKING IN THE COMMUNAL GARDEN PLACES FOR EVERYONE IN ‘ THE GREAT HALL’
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ELECTRIC LANE

Swale Street (Type 2) tree species:

Rural Lane (Type 3) tree species:
Rustic and wild

Boulevard Street (Type 1) 
tree species: Formal

Sweetgum

Informal & ornamental

Woodland 
hawthorn 
(rustic)

Cherry 
(seasonal 
highlight)

Elm (columnar structure 
is reminiscent of old 
plantings at Letchworth)

Grey Alder

Swale Street (Type 2)

ADAPTABILITY: THE TIME DIMENSION
Social and economic changes call for adaptable dwellings, to 
accommodate changing family arrangements and working from 
home. Services and circulation spaces, with fixed functions, are 
grouped together within a simple grid structure that supports easy 
reconfiguration of  other internal spaces, and of the street interface 
in locations where business potential is highest. This allows each 
generation to update the building stock: meeting a range of needs. 

2025

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3

The adaptability possibilities for a terrace house:

2035 2050
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LAYOUT PRINCIPLES FOR A HOME
Home design is the art of balancing individual privacy with family 
togetherness. Overall, spaces have increasing privacy according to distance 
backwards and upwards from the street. At smaller scale, spaces have focal 
places - nooks, bays, window seats - that foster togetherness by enabling 
family individuals’ activities to take place at the same time.
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Cluster scale communal garden shed

Bus stop

Wooden beehive with auto honey flow

Allotments

Games area or courts

Children play area

Space to socialise and host events

Fruit trees

Pergola with roses

Private back gardens 
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Skylark

Dormouse

Corn 
Bunting

Song 
Thrush

Bullfinch

Great 
Crested 
Newt

Chalk 
Hill Blue 
butterfly

Tree 
Sparrow

Field margins

Moat parklands, meadows & paddocks

Hedgerows & bushes

Gardens & parks

OMMUNITY 
INTEGRATION

PHASE 1
Building on local people’s inputs, development starts at the South West, so Grange-
in-the-Hedges forms an integral extension of Letchworth, linked by bus from the 
start. Grange residents benefit from the extended bus route, and self-build continues 
in parallel with other development, so that all the dwellings are completed together. 
Community feedback informs each subsequent phase.

PHASE 0:  SET UP PHASE
Our overall phasing strategy is designed to build positive links with Grange Estate 
residents from the start; by developing the ShareApp to involve a local consultation 
group and link self-builders with design advice and materials suppliers, prohibiting 
construction access through the estate and improving recreation ground drainage and 
new recreational facilities. Self-build starts, and the temporary construction factory 
offers local employment and training opportunities. 

PHASE 3
A short bus or bike-ride from the village centre, people here enjoy Grange-in-the-
Hedges’ best countryside experience. By now, street planting is beginning to look 
established, enhancing sales values. Localising information systems to each phase 
enables incremental delivery of services infrastructure, minimising investment 
risk throughout. Residents of Grange Estate now benefit from a more frequent bus 
service.

PHASE 2
By now there are enough new residents to support a village green, the Grange 
Market, school, doctor’s surgery, shops, car club, bike hire and the Green Henge 
nature space and viewing area: a ‘village centre’ that also serves the Grange Estate 
residents. Bringing these social assets on-stream as early as possible creates extra 
housing value. 

PHASE 4
Still within walking distance of the village centre, this last phase establishes direct 
access links to the regional road system. The town moat and greenways are now 
completed, benefitting all Letchworth residents; and the temporary factory becomes 
community space: we envisage an innovation centre for agriculture and ecology. 
The ShareApp information system is also well-established, and is expanding to help 
Letchworth as a whole to move into Tomorrow 2.0. 

INTEGRATED MOVEMENT LANDSCAPE
Interwoven streets and hedges create direct routes for pedestrians and cyclists, 
but form speed-reducing cul de sacs for drivers, creating sales premium that 
arises from ‘private access’ ambiance . An electric car-club fleet and bike ride-
sharing system minimises emissions. Integrating cycle hire points with bus 
stops (within 5min walk of all plots) extends the reach of public transport.

INTEGRATED AGRICULTURE
Urban agriculture system brings together recycled water, soil, bees, plants and trees 
to produce food for local consumption; then nutrients from composted food waste 
and human waste are recycled back to the soil. A soil to soil loop is formed. 

Time released by 
under-employment has enabled a new 

cooperative economy, very much in tune 
with Garden City pioneer values. People can 
use our flexible housing types for creating 

goods and services, from gardening to small-
scale manufacturing; trading and sharing 

equipment through information systems such 
as a Share-App to create an ever-expanding 

social marketplace.  
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Bee-keepers 
required!

Growers needed!
- 8 allotments
- 12 gardens

Horticultural
training sessions

Book a session
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<Energy
Share

Energy Awards!
2018 Winners...

Sell to grid!

Personal useage
daily, monthly...

Optimise useage

I

Share-App<

<

WELCOME SUE! 

How can I help you today?

Top Trending FAQ’s

How can I message 
other community 
members? 

How do I report a 
maintenance issue?

Where can I find 
information on 
upcoming events?

<

<Ride
Share

Bike pods available!

Car club bookings!
Broadway, Welwyn, 
Hitchin, London..

First ride - 20% off!

Make a booking

<

<Eco-Learn tours & 
Events calender!

Book an event

Summer Fair

Bird Watch 
Trails

Living 
Machine 
Tour

Swale Trail

Moatside 
Hike

Annual 
Apple 
Pressing Day
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<Skills + Space
Share

What’s on your mind?I

Sue: Need summer 
workspace

Peter: Need a soil 
expert, botanist...

Myriam: @sue 
Please contact me!

Horticulture Supplies 
Centre & Grange Market

Public parks for food 
fairs and markets

Therapeutic 
horticulture gardens

Innovation Centre for 
Agriculture & Ecology

Private gardens 
as food pods

Moatside parklands, 
meadows & paddocks

Productive seasonal 
boulevards & avenues

Allotments & 
fruit orchards

Bike hire pods

Pedestrian bridges 
through hedgerows

Greenway linking 
into Letchworth’s 
wider cycle network

Future 
pedestrian 
links

INTEGRATED WILDLIFE RECOVERY NETWORKS
Field margins, hedgerows, allotments, gardens, woodlands and parklands 
all become part of daily routes, nesting, mating and foraging areas for a range 
of local species contributing to the Wildlife Recovery Network. 
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Flats
Terraces
Semi-D
Detached
Self build 

 Solar farm                      Nursery for advance planting EWWD Hubs for Phase 1 & 2

Energy Water Waste & Data (EWWD) Hubs for Phase 3 & 4

Temporary 
factory
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ESHEDGERS’ BOULEVARD

Total dwellings: 263

Construction 
access

People 
access

Total dwellings: 178

Total dwellings: 297

Total dwellings: 162

Mix-use at ground floor with flat aboveSchool at ground floor with flat above

Car club

Bus stop

Car

Bus route

Walking & cycling

Existing Greenway

LINKING THROUGH THE HEDGES

The hedges are woven 
through the development with 

light touch pedestrian bridges for 
unobstructed wildlife movement: 

small mammals can 
pass beneath. 

GETTING TO UNDERSTAND WATER: LIFE IN THE LIVING MACHINE

INTEGRATING THE 
TIME DIMENSION
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